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 2 

ABSTRACT 25 

 26 

Six consecutive children with primary malignant metaphyseal bone tumors underwent physeal 27 

distraction as a part of tumor resection using the Cañadell technique. This allows the 28 

preservation of the epiphysis in the growing bone and a safe margin of excision, provided that 29 

the physis is open and not being invaded by the tumor. 30 

Tumor location was the distal femur (4 patients), the proximal humerus (1 patient) and the 31 

proximal tibia (1 patient). The functional outcome was evalutated after a mean of 62 (range 32 

18-136) months using the Musculoskeletal Tumour Society (MSTS) score and the Toronto 33 

Extremity Salvage Score (TESS). 34 

At latest follow-up, five patients were alive and disease-free, one had died from metastatic 35 

disease. All tumor resections resulted in local control, there were no local recurrencies. Mean 36 

MSTS-scores were 79% (53% to 97%) and corresponding mean TESS scores were 83% (71% 37 

to 92%). In one case postoperative infection required amputation of the proximal lower leg.  38 

All physeal distractions were successful except for one patient where distraction resulted in 39 

rupturing into the tumor. This situation was salvaged by transepiphyseal resection.  40 

We consider Cañadell’s technique a useful tool in the armamentarium to treat children with 41 

malignant tumors in close proximity to an open physis. 42 

 43 

Level of evidence: Level IV 44 

45 
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INTRODUCTION 46 

 47 

Seventy-five percent of malignant bone tumors in children and adolescents are located close 48 

to the growth plate [15].  49 

In tumor surgery, physeal distraction allows for preservation of the epiphysis in the growing 50 

bone and can provide a safe margin of excision [8]. This technique was first reported by 51 

Cañadell in 1994 [7].  52 

Physeal distraction is a part of tumor resection with a subsequent joint-sparing resection 53 

rather than a tool for bone lengthening as also described by Cañadell and others [6,10,11]. 54 

Cañadell’s technique is indicated for paediatric bone sarcomas which are located in the 55 

metaphysis. The physis has to be open and the tumor must not have transgressed the physis 56 

[8]. 57 

Alternatives to Cañadell’s technique are amputation or other limb sparing procedures like 58 

transepiphyseal resection, osteoarticular allograft reconstruction, prosthetic reconstruction and 59 

modified amputation [1,5,14,16,17] 60 

We are not aware of another than Cañadell’s reports with this technique. It was therefore the 61 

purpose of this study to analyze and report our results with this technique by assessing tumor 62 

control, functional outcome and complications in all our patients treated with Cañadell’s 63 

technique.  64 

65 
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MATERIALS AND METHODS 66 

 67 

Patients 68 

From 1998-2007, six patients (two boys of 9 and 16 years respectively, and four girls between 69 

6 and 14 years) with a malignant metaphyseal bone tumor underwent physeal distraction and 70 

subsequent joint preserving tumor resection. Tumor location was the distal femur (4 patients), 71 

the proximal humerus (1 patient) and the proximal tibia (1 patient). The histological diagnosis 72 

was osteosarcoma in five patients and Ewing’s sarcoma in one patient.  73 

Preoperative staging revealed metastatic disease in one patient with osteosarcoma.  74 

All patients received neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Osteosarcoma patients were treated either 75 

according to the COSS-96
 
 [4] or EURAMOS-1 [20]

 
protocol. The Euro-Ewing [13]

 
protocol 76 

was used for the patient presenting Ewing’s sarcoma.  77 

There was no delay in chemotherapy related to the placement of the external fixator and 78 

subsequent physeal distraction. Chemotherapy was commenced 2 to 5 months preoperatively 79 

and physeal distraction was begun 12 days before tumor resection (range 8 to 16 days). 80 

Table 1 summarizes demographic and clinical data of the patients.  81 

All patients have been operated under the responsibility of the senior author. 82 

 83 

Surgical Technique 84 

The surgical technique consists of three parts: Physeal distraction, resection of the tumor and 85 

reconstruction of the defect [7]. 86 

Physeal distraction: The initial stage is the application of an external fixator at an adequate 87 

distance from the tumor. The pins must be stiff to allow direct transmission of  mechanic 88 

forces to the physis with minimal risk of gradual malalignement. Distraction is commenced in 89 

the operating room and continues at the rate of 1mm/day. The separation of the physis is 90 
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monitored radiographically. Disruption of the physis occurs after 7 to 15 days and usually is 91 

accompanied by some discomfort. There were no pin track infections in our series. 92 

Resection of the tumor and reconstruction was performed as soon as separation of the physis 93 

had occurred. Reconstruction of the defect was performed with massive bone allograft or 94 

autograft or a combination thereof (Table 1). 95 

 96 

Functional Outcome 97 

Approval for collecting these data was obtained from the Responsible Ethics Committee. 98 

Postoperative results were evalutated at final follow-up by one individual using the MSTS 99 

[12]
 
score (Musculoskeletal Tumour Society Score) and the TESS [9] score (Toronto 100 

Extremity Salvage 101 

Score). Furthermore the active range of motion of the knee or shoulder was recorded.  102 

 103 

104 
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RESULTS 105 

 106 

The median duration of follow-up was 62 months (range, 18 to 136 months). At the time of 107 

the latest follow-up, five patients were alive and disease-free, one patient had died from 108 

metastatic disease. No postoperative deaths were related to the procedure or local recurrence. 109 

All tumor resections resulted in local control until the end of follow-up.  110 

Mean MSTS-scores were 79% and corresponding mean TESS scores were 83% (Table 1). 111 

Two cases are presented in detail – one case to illustrate the potential of the technique for 112 

functional preservation and the other to draw the attention to a possible complication. 113 

114 
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Case 1  115 

6 year old girl, presenting arm pain after minimal trauma. MRI showed a metaphyseal tumor 116 

localized in the proximal humerus (Fig. 1). The tumor had no contact with the physis and 117 

biopsy revealed an osteoblastic osteosarcoma. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy was given 118 

according to the COSS-96 protocol.  119 

The external monolateral fixator was applied 15 days before tumor resection (Fig. 2). Tumor 120 

resection and subsequent reconstruction of the bone defect with a vascularized fibula 121 

autograft were performed (Fig. 3).  122 

The resection margins were tumor-free. The patient received postoperative chemotherapy 123 

according to the COSS-96 protocol.  124 

At 10 year follow-up the patient is disease free. She has a short upper arm (minus 4 cm)  125 

(Fig. 4) but otherwise full elbow and shoulder function (Fig. 5-6). 126 

 127 

Case 2  128 

10 year old girl, osteosarcoma left distal femur (Fig. 7). She received neo-adjuvant 129 

chemotherapy according to the COSS-96 protocol. The girl refused amputation, rotationplasty 130 

and endoprostetic replacement proposed at other institutions. She accepted the proposed 131 

biologic reconstruction with a free microvascular fibula following physeal separation. Despite 132 

documented lung metastases the resection and reconstruction using the proposed technique 133 

were performed as curative resection of the lung metastases appeared possible. The 134 

monolateral fixator was mounted and distraction began the following day. 12 days later - one 135 

day before definitive tumor surgery was planned, X-ray showed separation of the physis but 136 

possible rupture into the tumor similar to a Salter Harris II fracture [18] (Fig. 8).
 
This was 137 

confirmed by computer tomography (Fig. 9). Surgery was performed with transepiphyseal 138 

resection leaving the physis with the tumor specimen but preserving the epiphysis. The bone 139 

defect was reconstructed with a microvascular fibulagraft. 140 
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Histological analysis of the resected specimen showed tumor-free margins. Postoperative 141 

chemotherapy was performed according to the COSS-96 protocol . 142 

Excision of metastasis in both lungs was performed two months after tumor resection. 143 

Recurrence of metastasis in the left lung required a further intervention with metastasis 144 

removal 8 months after tumor resection. Five months later mediastinal metastases were 145 

discovered. The patient refused further interventions. Knee range of motion (E/F) of 0/0/90 146 

was achieved 13 months postoperatively. Radiographs showed the fusion of the reconstruct 147 

(Fig. 10). 148 

The girl died 18 months after the intervention at the age of 12 years. There was no local 149 

recurrence of the primary tumor. 150 

 151 

152 
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COMPLICATIONS  153 

 154 

Postoperative complications required a total number of 13 reoperations which corresponds to  155 

an average of 2.2 reoperations per patient after tumor resection.  156 

 157 

Delayed wound healing  158 

Delayed wound healing occurred in five patients and was successfully managed by 159 

débridement and secondary wound closure.  Covering was obtained without additional plastic 160 

surgery procedures.  161 

Infection  162 

Allograft infection occurred in case 4, eight months after tumor resection and was 163 

successfully treated with systemic antibiotics (follow-up after infection 21 months).  164 

In case 5 non union of the allograft-host junction and implant breakage were managed by 165 

revision osteosynthesis. 16 months later, allograft infection necessitated allograft removal and 166 

the resection of the proximal lower leg. The foot was fixed to the remaining stump. Below 167 

knee prosthesis was customized and well tolerated. 168 

Non union of the graft  169 

In case 6 non union of the autograft-host junction was solved with partial autograft removal 170 

and simultaneous allograft reconstruction.  171 

Others  172 

In case 1 contracture of the Flexor hallucis longus and Flexor digitorum longus muscle 173 

occured after fibula removal for autograft reconstruction. This situation was managed with 174 

two lengthening procedures for the Flexor hallucis longus and Flexor digitorum longus 175 

tendon.  176 

In case 3 vascular anastomotic leakage (femoral vessels) required surgical revision one week 177 

after tumor resection.  178 
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In case 4 peroneal nerve palsy occurred 2 days after tumor resection due to hematoma and 179 

necessitated surgical exploration and decompression. The patient had full peronael nerve 180 

recovery.  181 

In case 6 leg length discrepancy (minus 4cm) of the operated leg required contralateral 182 

definitive epipysiodesis of the distal femoral physis 4 years after tumor resection. 183 

184 
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DISCUSSION 185 

 186 

Tumor control is the main objective in the management of bone sarcomas. During the last 187 

years limb sparing surgery has been incresingly used without compromising oncologic 188 

principles [3].  189 

In our small series physeal distraction and subsequent tumor resection allowed for local tumor 190 

control until the end of follow-up. One patient died from preoperatively documented 191 

metastatic disease. 192 

Limb sparing surgery is superior to amputation in terms of function [2] . The advantage of 193 

Cañadell’s technique is the preservation of the epiphysis and the adjacent joint [7]. In our 194 

series the functional outcome with an MSTS of 79% and a TESS of 83% is comparable with 195 

other limb sparing procedures [2].  196 

Physeal separation by external fixator distraction is part of the tumor resection. 197 

Physeal distraction is begun preoperatively and must be understood as a blunt dissection. 198 

With the rupture of the growth plate the metaphyseal osteotomy is already done 199 

preoperatively and tumor resection can be completed by a diaphyseal osteotomy [8].  200 

Prerequisite for this technique is a clearly open physis and a physis not being invaded by the 201 

tumor [19]. San-Julian et al
 
have reported good results even if the tumor is in close contact 202 

with the physis [19].  203 

Magnetic resonance imaging is currently the most accurate method in the evaluation of a 204 

potential physeal involvement in osteosarcoma and Ewing’s sarcoma with a sensitivity of 205 

100% and the best accuracy compared to other imaging methods [19].  206 

In case 2 it was recognized that physeal separation was not complete but partially had 207 

ruptured into the tumor (comparable to a Salter Harris II fracture [18]).  208 
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Close contact of the tumor to the physis increases the risk that physeal distraction may not 209 

provide clear margins. We therefore consider in these cases transepiphyseal resection leaving 210 

the intact physis on the resection specimen. 211 

Except for incomplete physeal separation in case 2 all other complications were related to the 212 

reconstruction of the defect. Most of these complications occurred early after tumor resection 213 

and could be solved without any sequelae. The most severe complication was seen in case 5 214 

where allograft infection required allograft removal and the resection of the proximal lower 215 

leg. The knee joint could be preserved and below knee prosthesis provided an excellent 216 

functional outcome (Table 1).  217 

218 
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CONCLUSION 219 

With the presented cases we want to contribute to consider Cañadell’s technique as an 220 

interesting technical armamentarium for improved biological reconstruction in the treatment 221 

of malignant bone tumors in children. The potential of the technique for functional 222 

preservation is illustrated in the first case; at 10 year follow-up the patient has unlimited arm 223 

function.  224 

We feel that it is important to draw the attention to the complication of incomplete distraction 225 

and to monitor carefully the complete distraction of the physis. 226 

 227 

228 
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